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1976, with Borrelli & Coleman

Bob, Court, and I worked together on differential equations.  
Two of their memorable contributions were 

"Shaking a String to Rest", and
"Tossing a Tennis Racquet”,

and one of mine (long before computer-drawn solutions) was
"Sketching Solutions to ODEs".

We had a wonderful time, and became long term colleagues.



Borrelli and Coleman, continued



•



• We are no longer restricted to the minority of ODEs that have 
analytic solutions

• We can see the behaviors of solutions to any ODE

This means that …



(1991)

Our mission: To inform and help our colleagues teaching ODEs 
how to take advantage of the sudden amazing new opportunities.



CODEE:

First grant 1991 (to inform and help our colleagues teaching ODEs how to take 
advantage of the sudden amazing new opportunities)

• Summer workshops

• Contributed paper sessions at JMM, ICTCM

• Newsletter

Second grant 1995 (to continue our mission)

• ODE Architect software package (for Windows)

•    Continued Newsletter and Sessions at meetings

Third grant 2010 (to set up a way to continue our mission, without funding.   In 
cooperation with the Claremont Colleges Library, we could do this!)

• CODEE website with refereed, electronic, CODEE Journal and 

other resources for teaching differential equations.  

Consortium for ODE Experiments
Community of ODE Educators

Workshops were wildly successful; talks 
engendered much excitement and progress. 

ODE Architect won the distinction of
being named by Forbes Magazine as 
one of the “nine best digital projects on
the planet” in December 1998 (one of 9 
out of more than 1000 entries, not limited 
to academia, and the only one in math).

(International Conference for Technology in Collegiate Mathematics)



Symbiosis with SIMIODE

▪ CODEE is delighted that SIMIODE, founded in 2013, has 

taken up the workshop/meetings role that excites and 

energizes those of us who are teaching ODEs.

▪ CODEE is happy to focus on maintaining the global reach 

of the online Journal.



The Global Mission of the

CODEE Journal

Downloads in over 130 of 190 countries in the world, fully two thirds 
of them, from the beginning, are outside the United States. We feel 
a real mission.

▪ Exotic locations include Nepal, Cambodia, Vietnam, Dominica, 
Mauritius, Lesotho, Kazakhstan, Kyrgistan, Tajikistan, 
Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, …   

So, let’s talk about the CODEE Journal.



The CODEE Online Journal

About\

▪ The Journal is a peer-reviewed, open-access publication, distributed by 
the CODEE (Community of Ordinary Differential Equations Educators)

▪ The Community seeks to improve the teaching and learning of ordinary 
differential equations (ODEs) through the dissemination of materials 
that are useful to both educators and education researchers.

▪ Articles: Expository in nature with an aim to advance the art and practice of 
the teaching and learning of ODEs.

▪ Projects: Units that instructors of ODEs can use in their classrooms. 
Projects that involve modeling and/or computer experimentation are 
especially welcome. Interdisciplinary projects are also highly desirable.

▪ Resources: Links to many relevant text and software sites.

▪ Special Issues:  Two, so far,  Volumes 12 (from 2018) and 14 (from 2020).



2018 Special Issue of the CODEE Journal 



2018 Special Issue of the CODEE Journal 

Sustainable agriculture,
Drug & alcohol use,
Internet spread of violent ideologies,
Criminal activity,
Health issues: bulimia, obesity.

codee.org, Volume 12



2020 Special Issue of the CODEE Journal 
Engaging Learners:  

Differential Equations in Today’s World         

Driven by data that seems to show exponential growth,  fitting solutions to y’ = ky .

This first paper for the new special issue really caught our attention.  It was 
about a Calc II class that hit their first DE,  y’ = ky, at the end of the course.



2020 Special Issue of the CODEE Journal 
Engaging Learners:  Differential Equations in Today’s World         

The students in the internationalized section, working either as 
individuals or in pairs, were asked at the beginning of the course to pick 
a real world topic where a population seemed to be increasing (or 
decreasing) at an ever greater (or slower) rate. They were assigned to: 

▪ Research the culture and background for that topic.

When they reached  y’ = ky  at the end of the course, they were then 
asked to 

▪ Solve the DE and find parameters to fit the data found in their 
research and predict future behavior; and finally,

▪ Suggest interventions that might diminish the rate of change, 

▪ Write up their results as a proper research report, and give 
presentations, both in class and at regional meetings.

Details for



2020 Special Issue of the CODEE Journal 

Students really dug into their topics, did the math, and thought 
hard specifically about the intervention requirement. 

In addition to writing up their work as a proper research report, 
they had to present their work in class, and later at regional 
meetings. 

In 2018 and 2019 they were able in some cases to have the 
teams report their ideas to appropriate local agencies (yet 
another skill!) and have agencies respond that they would try 
some of the interventions. 

Engaging Learners:  Differential Equations in Today’s World

Results:



2020 Special Issue of the CODEE Journal 
Engaging Learners:  

Differential Equations in Today’s World         

To request preprints, write jmmcodee@gmail.com

This special issue is expected to get up on the website before the end of March 

The other papers in this issue:



My Absolute Favorite Modeling-First Example, from 
Anaesthesiology

Back in the 1970s (long before the computer graphics 
revolution), my students had an option to write an extra 
credit paper explaining any application that we had not
covered in the course.

One pre-med student had worked over the summer 
with an anaesthesiologist who noticed that the more
anaesthetic a patient received, the faster they recovered 
from it!

So anti-intuitive!

Note: this was long long ago, when there were far 
fewer anaesthetics, procedures, and studies.  
Presumably this phenomenon was for a particular 
drug in a particular application.



Anaesthesiology, continued

She, the anaesthesiologist, had looked to mathematics to 
see if there were an explanation, and there was!

She modeled the situation with a diffusion equation (yes, 
a PDE, but intro to PDEs was in our course, a collection of 
topics for non-STEM majors, and the story is so worth 
telling!). 

My student was able to explain this, with some hard work 
writing the DEs in cylindrical coordinates (to model the 
veins through which the drug is injected and then 
dissipates).



Anaesthesiology, continued

, where  D = diffusion constant

C = concentration function

Consider a nerve cell as an infinite cylinder, so we need cylindrical coordinates:

The basic diffusion equation is 



Anaesthesiology, continued



The resulting solutions for 5 different initial doses:

Higher dose does flow out faster!

Anaesthesiology, continued



May we continue our synergy with 

SIMIODE!

codee.org

Thanks to you all!

It’s been wonderful for me, and so fulfilling, to have a life full of differential equations.


